1. Corner Tower
2. Gate of Divine Prowess (Shenwu men)
3. West Flowery Gate (Xihuamen)
4. East Flowery Gate (Donghuamen)
5. Meridian Gate (Wumen)
6. Inner Golden Water Bridge
7. Gate of Supreme Harmony (Taihemen)
8. Gate of Correct Conduct (Zheudumen)
9. Gate of Luminous Virtue (Zhaozhedemen)
10. Hall of Supreme Harmony (Taiheidian)
11. Right Central Gate (Zhongyuamen)
12. Left Central Gate (Zhongzuaomen)
13. Pavilion of Glorifying Righteousness (Hongyi ge)
14. Pavilion of Manifesting Benevolence (Tiren'ge)
15. Hall of Middle Harmony (Zhonghedian)
16. Hall of Preserving Harmony (Baoheidian)
17. Gate of Flourishing Prosperity (Longzongmen)
18. Gate of Prospering Fortune (Jingsyamen)
19. Privy Council
20. Gate of Heavenly Purity (Qianqingmen)
21. Palace of Heavenly Purity (Qianqinggong)
22. Hall of Union and Peace (Jiutaiqidian)
23. Palace of Earthly Tranquility (Kunninggong)
24. Imperial Garden
25. Hall of Imperial Peace (Qian'andian)
26. Gate of Obedience and Chastity (Shanzenmen)
27. Hall of Mental Cultivation (Yiexindian)
28. Palace of Eternal Longevity (Yongshougong)
29. Palace of Assisting the Empress (Hikungong)
30. Palace of Storing Elegance (Chaxiaogong)
31. Hall of Great Supremacy (Taijidian)
32. Palace of Eternal Spring (Changchunzhong)

33. Palace of Complete Happiness (Xianfuqiong)
34. Hall of Ancestral Worship (Fengxianqian)
35. Palace of Abstinence (Zhaiqian)
36. Palace of Admiring Benevolence (Jingyonggong)
37. Palace of Inheriting the Heavens (Chengqianqian)
38. Palace of Gathering Essence (Zhongqinzhong)
39. Palace of Extending Happiness (Yantonggong)
40. Palace of Eternal Harmony (Yonghegong)
41. Palace of Admiring Brilliance (Jingshenggong)
42. Nine Dragon Screen
43. Gate of Tranquil Longevity (Ningshounmen)
44. Hall of Imperial Supremacy (Huangguidian)
45. Palace of Tranquil Longevity (Ningshounzong)
46. Gate of Character Cultivation (Yangxingmen)
47. Hall of Character Cultivation (Yangxingdian)
48. Hall of Joyful Longevity (Leshouqian)
49. Lodge of Cultivating Harmony (Yihexuan)
50. Pavilion of Admiring Goodness (Jingyige)
51. Pavilion of Pleasant Sound (Changyin)
52. Garden of Tranquil Longevity
53. Concubine Zhen Well
54. Arrow Pavilion (Jianqian)
55. Hall of Literary Glory (Wenhuadian)
56. Hall of Military Eminence (Wuyingdian)
57. Broken Rainbow Bridge
58. Garden of Compassion and Tranquility (Chiminggong)
59. Garden of Compassion and Tranquility
60. Palace of Longevity and Well-Being (Shoukanggong)
61. Palace of Longevity and Tranquility (Shou'an gong)
62. Pavilion of Raining Flowers (Yuhua)
63. Hall of Eminent Flowers (Yinghuadian)
64. Palace of Creating Happiness (Xianfuqiong)